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They Locked It Down—Now We Don't Know How To Fix It

There's an analogy for my title, to be found in China. To raise a billion and a half people 
into some semblance of a middle class, the Chinese moved 350 million souls (the pop-
ulation of the US), from rural farms to urban manufacturing, which worked, seemingly, 
for a couple of decades. But it was a huge bet because, after 1 generation, 100s of mil-
lions of what were farmers no longer know how to grow food—with no way back.  

Things in the US got bad during the election cycle of 2015, made worse by a 'natu-
rally-occurring bio-weapon'? that sped-up our descent into chaos. Control-inspired 
lockdowns, coupled with disdain for law and order, made for conditions from which 
'blue cities' may never recover—some already well along a rough road to MAD MAX.  

Now, I wait 8 weeks for hardware (if it comes at all), that used to take 2. That's a tell. 
Places that used to be open til 8 close at 4. That's a tell. And businesses, long in oper-
ation when I got here 50 years ago, close because they can't find workers. Another tell.

Did this begin when we gave over control of our money to the Fed in 1913, or was it 
when we closed the gold window in 1971? Did an ill-advised 'petrodollar bandaid' bring 
about slothful welfare state chaos? More than likely, each of these was, and is, a tell.

Election 2016 was a movie trailer for a maybe unavoidable US dissolution, while 
'vaccines'/lockdowns showed us that we didn't know who it was we thought we were.

'Deceit' was, by 2016, ingrained in the 'left', and using controlled media/intelligence 
agencies, they had attained us to a place where elections could be stolen, and those 
asking 'fact-based' questions of lying elite criminals'—were yelled-down for slander.

Even now, with citizens beginning to wake up to facts, things are getting worse. We 
see Trudeau raising the 'pride flag'—and itching to arrest anyone wearing a 'straight 
pride' teeshirt. My outspoken Toronto friend shares my concern about either of us 
crossing our  border, in either direction. Maybe we're paranoid, but I'm not gonna test it.

Now comes a new term, indicating a deeper level of deceit from a 'mendacious elite. 
'Malinformation'—distinct from 'misinformation/disinformation', each of which was used 
to 'cast doubt' on someone before they got 'cancelled'. Malinformation, by contrast, is a 
blunt-edged weapon intended to silence any that bring facts contrary to elite narra-
tive—without regard for whether or not they are true. Mal-info—to be used only when a 
'lever-pullers' have open disregard for consequence—with a level of confidence that 
they can accuse and criminalize, with impunity, any who would critique 'their narrative'. 



What is the narrative? Many things, when taken together express intention to 'cancel' 
the republic. Citizenship is being 'watered-down' through mass immigration, at the 
same time military-age manliness is attacked and degraded through a 'trans'/inclusive/
equity agenda ploy—rendering our nation impotent to deal with a globalist takeover. 

The EU is ahead of us at producing 'impotent' males. Using unvetted, woke ideology 
they've welcomed 7 million migrants, mostly young men, from cultures alien to EU val-
ues, into an already unworkable/broken welfare state—a sure-fire portend for disaster.

The 'immigrants come from hardscrabble populations who do not share the values of 
their hosts—they intend to forcibly become the hosts. And they are a force to be reck-
oned with—the cause for Germany's pools/lakes closed-down because of assaults on 
young women and beatings of pool staff. Simply stated, Europe (as are SF/Portland/
Chicago), is done—just give it time. Traveling to Paris this year? Tijuana may be safer. 

How did we get to malinformation? A decade ago, Jordan Peterson was fired from 
academia, unwilling to follow 'dictates' requiring use of student's 'made-up' pronouns. 

From 'pronouns' US parents were disenfranchised as 'final arbiters' for their own 
children. And it didn't stop there. After 'kids' are 'drag-show convinced' they are some 
form of 'queer', and given hormone blockers (without parent's knowledge), in a final in-
dignation, the costs of transiting a pre-puberty child to LGBT—the parents get that bill. 

Each political decision made, post Trump, seems to be built around a purpose of 
dissolution of the West, without concern for judicial decisions that would have, not long 
ago, stopped elites in their tracks. We see it in 'gun restrictions' and now with Biden 
forgiving student debt in disregard of an unconstitutional SC 'finding' for such an action.

'Loan-forgive', an election ploy, 'all dressed up' as inclusive equity serves to perpe-
trate more divisiveness. What they try to sell as inclusive is not inclusive in any way. 

Government drove the cost of higher education, ever upward, luring youngsters into 
huge debt. Other kids, who saw into the charade became plumbers, but they are not 
forgiven for work-truck debt, education, equipment. Only those kids that got a degree in 
something for which there are no jobs—they get forgiven. All others are out of luck.

It will be too late when government sees the bitter horror of: 'they know not what they 
do'. When their policies, either fabricated solely for political expediency, or part of a 
plan to attain to a new-age communist state, result in having lain our republic to waste. 

But before that can happen, elites need to fend-off attacks on 'woke values'—from all 
sides. 'Bud Light' is done and each new trove of Fauci emails pushes his gang closer 
to 'the grey bar motel'. Living in a Roman (end of times), sexual depravity, we see 
mainstream media impelled to come-out against a 'child trafficking' film, 'Sound of 
Freedom', as 'racist', so as to cover for 'leftist twisted sexuality' when it comes to kids.

A number 1 country song: 'Try That in a Small Town' (try doing what you do in 'blue 
cities' in the 'fly-over' sees—and see what happens), is kicked off country music media 
as 'racist'. But middle-America sees this fight as existential—no amount of irrational 
screaming from those who trade liberty for feudalism will convince America—otherwise. 

Can we stop the elite? Can we stop them from putting mRNA into food/water? Can 
we stop then from giving away our tax dollars—illegally? Janet Yellen: "As you know, I 
have pushed hard....for timely debt treatments for countries in need of relief." We de-
stroyed these countries and 'Treasury' gives away tax dollars to those we destroyed?

We don't know how to fix it, but without gold and guns—any fix is beyond our reach.
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